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The all-in-one answer –

BetaSonic II von Casada
Strolling through the fantastic functions of the BetaSonic II is
always worthwhile. With its space-saving and compact design, he is not stingy with a wide variety of skills. With its reliable quality and durable materials, it is a faithful and elegant
companion from the Casada massage chair family.

The clearly arranged remote control guides you comprehensibly and stylishly through automatic massage programs and
shows the infinite possibilities of manually selectable features
which are available in the BetaSonic II massage chair.

Compact seating area
of 48 cm!

TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions upright

76 x 110 x 143 cm

Dimensions reclining

76 x 98 x 168 cm

Weight

92 kg

Voltage

220-240 V ~ 50/60 Hz

Nominal power

150 W

Rated runtime

20 minutes

braintronics®

21 minutes

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

grey|black

creme|brown

creme|orange

Certificates

118°

98 cm

110 cm

Inner shoulder area
of 55 cm!

Casada International GmbH
76 cm

143 cm

168 cm

Width of seating area 48 cm | Width of shoulder area (inside) 55 cm
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Obermeiers Feld 3
33104 Paderborn | Germany
www.casada.com
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BETASONIC II

CHARMING DESIGN ACCENTS
IN A FASCINATING, COMPACT EXPRESSION

SPECIALS
BRAINTRONICS
Braintronics technology synchronises your brainwaves through audio stimulation. Combined with a specially developed massage
Body&Mind
relaxation system

programme your stress-ridden body will be able to relax. No matter whether you’d like to relax, dream or learn – anything’s possible.

SHIATSU
Shiatsu (finger press) is a form of body therapy originating in Japan. The
massage technique consists of soft, rhythmic, far-reaching stretches and
rotations. The aim of Shiatsu is to simulate individual parts of the body
and to mobilise the muscles.

MEMORY
Using the intelligent memory function the massage chair remembers
your favourite massage exactly and begins immediately without a scan.
You have the opportunity to save two programmes with different buttons
(M1 & M2).

The human brain is a complex organ consisting of mil-

2D MASSAGE
The intelligent 2D massage mechanism allows the massage chair to
measure your back to determine a more exact position of the sections
of the spine.

BACK AREA
An individual applicable to any size massage area.

every sound and every impression, everything is transmit-

ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST
The footrest can be extended, this way it is adaptable to different body
sizes.

Electricity is, so to say, the language of the brain. The

RECLINING POSITION
The adjustability of the backrest and footrest contributes to personal
well-being of the body position.

e.g. by using an EEG. Charted on a graph this electrical

KNEADING
Skin and muscles are either clasped and kneaded between the thumb
and the index finger or with both hands. This massage technique is used
in particular to ease tension.
FLAP
Circulation in the muscles is stimulated and the tendons are encouraged
to stretch by means of light tapping with a cupped hand, which also
reduces tension at the same time.
TAPPING
Short, tapping movements are performed with the edge of the hand, the
palm or the fist. This promotes blood circulation in the skin and softens
tense muscles. If tapping is performed at lung height, this can improve
the release of mucus in the lung.
ARTHROSE TRACTION
Arthrose Traction is a gentle stretching and pressure. This stimulates
the cartilages, so that liquid transport is stimulated, nutrients are better
received and Arthrose symptoms can be alleviated.
ROLLING
Pleasant alternation between relaxation and releasing the muscles – also
perfectly suited for a final massage, for relaxation and recovery of the
muscles.
CARBON HEATING
Deeply penetrating Carbon infrared heat, blood vessels expand, the
blood flow increases and the muscle tone is reduced. In addition, it carries out a highly beneficial effect on nerve cells, which are responsible
for reporting pain to the brain.
GUA SHA
The scraping of -GuaSha- with slight pressure opens superficial blood
vessels and stimulates blood circulation. GuaSha is often applied in
combination with acupressure „shu points“ to bring additional stimulation to relieve ache symptoms.
AIR COMPRESSION
Rising and receding airbags have a pumping motion which produces
natural muscle reflexes. This is particularly beneficial in the calf and
foot area.
SL-SHAPE
Thanks to the „SL“ curve rail technology, which has been approved
from human engineering, the range of the massage technology is up to
135cm. This method allows you to enjoy a personal full-body massage
from head to thigh and supports the maintenance of the „S“-shaped
spine.
ZERO SPACE
For the lying-position the massage chair moves forward and therefore
requires very little distance to the wall behind. Space saving and comfortable!

AIR AREA
Adjustable airbag massage intensity.

lions of little nerve cells, called neurons. Each cell constantly produces tiny electrical impulses. Every thought,
ted and communicated by those small electrical impulses.
sum of those impulses can be detected and diagrammed,
activity forms a wave-like pattern, known as brainwaves.
With braintronics®, combining audio stimulation and

LUFTBEREICH
Three air pressure modes (full body, arm and leg / lower body).

guided meditations with a soothing massage, these

SPOT
The massage heads can massage a particular spot.

ent states of relaxation in the brain. Whether you want

SPEED
Massage speed is adjustable.

brainwaves can be stimulated in order to reach differto sustainably enhance your concentration, or just relax
and pamper yourself – everything is possible with a massage chair from the Casada family.

ACUPRESSURE POINTS
Key acupressure points are massaged.
BLUETOOTH
Wireless data transmission.
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HUMAN HANDS FEELING
Specially designed massage heads imitate the hand motion of a professional masseur. The maximum stretch space is 6,5 cm, and the maximum stretch angle is 41 degrees, so the mechanical hands can do
effective massage to human cervical vertebra thoracic vertebra and
lumbar vertebra.
WIDTH
The distance between the both massage heads can be set (narrow, medium and wide).
VOLUME
Adjusting the volume.
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BACK STRETCH ROLLING
Targeted stretch massages activate the body and have an invigorating
effect on the whole body.

ZERO GRAVITY
You put yourself in the position of an astronaut – that “weightless feeling”.
ADJUSTABLE PILLOW
If necessary, the double cushion can be placed to reduce the neck and
shoulder massage intensity.
AUTOMATIC
6 specifically developed automatic programmes for the whole body,
which offer a big range of different massage techniques. Additionally
you can also turn on the heating function, if you‘d like.

BETASONIC II

